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Wales Quiz 1

1. Yr Wyddfa is the Welsh name for which geographical feature?

2. As what does the title of Welsh language soap opera Pobol y Cwm translate?

3. Which sitcom has been instrumental in getting more tourists to visit the Welsh resort of Barry?

4. Tenby is a seaside town in which Welsh county?

5. Which Welsh town was the holiday destination of Alice Liddell, the girl who was the inspiration for 
Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland?

6. What is the name of the town, found on the England-Wales border, which is known throughout the 
world as the 'Town of Books’?

7. What is special about the yew tree situated in St Dygain's churchyard in Llangernyw, North Wales?

8. The dragon on the Welsh flag is red; what are the two colours behind it?

9. The Menai Strait lies between mainland Wales and which island?

10. 25 January is Burns Night in Scotland, but what is celebrated in Wales on this night?

11. What is the highest mountain in Wales?

12. In which Welsh village where 144 adults and children killed by a land slippage?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Snowdon
2. People of the Valley
3. Gavin and Stacey
4. Pembrokeshire
5. Llandudno
6. Hay-on-Wye

7. Predates the arrival of Christianity
8. Green and White
9. Anglesey
10. St Dwynwen's Day
11. Snowdon (Yr Wyddfa)
12. Aberfan

Sphinx Phoenix Wales Quiz 1

1. Yr Wyddfa is the Welsh name for which geographical feature?

2. As what does the title of Welsh language soap opera Pobol y Cwm translate?

3. Which sitcom has been instrumental in getting more tourists to visit the Welsh resort of Barry?

4. Tenby is a seaside town in which Welsh county?

5. Which Welsh town was the holiday destination of Alice Liddell, the girl who was the inspiration for 
Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland?

6. What is the name of the town, found on the England-Wales border, which is known throughout the 
world as the 'Town of Books’?

7. What is special about the yew tree situated in St Dygain's churchyard in Llangernyw, North Wales?

8. The dragon on the Welsh flag is red; what are the two colours behind it?

9. The Menai Strait lies between mainland Wales and which island?

10. 25 January is Burns Night in Scotland, but what is celebrated in Wales on this night?

11. What is the highest mountain in Wales?

12. In which Welsh village where 144 adults and children killed by a land slippage?
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